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Abstract: An exploratory experiment was carried out in order to question the relationships between prior knowledge, comprehension performance, on-line processes and disorientation in a non-linear document (hypertext). 14 participants read a non-linear document about a virus’ infectiousness process which imposed to learners to construct themselves their reading orders and also a structure of the document. Correlational analyses were conducted to test the relations between the variables. Results indicated that the prior knowledge was positively correlated with the learning performance, the coherence of the reading orders, and negatively with the time spent to construct a document structure. Correlations between the prior knowledge and the disorientation indicated a marginal negative relation. The results stressed also significant correlations between the on-line processes and the comprehension performance. Interestingly, the observed correlations between the on-line processes and the disorientation suggested that the disorientation was function of difficulties to construct the document structure rather than difficulties to construct a reading order. The present study highlighted how prior knowledge constitutes resources to process non-linear documents and what type of on-line processes are related to disorientation.

INTRODUCTION

In comparison with classic linear texts, hypertexts comprehension demands cognitive processes to construct reading orders of contents and also to construct a mental representation of the contents structure. Classically, it is argued that reading hypertexts includes making decisions, understand semantic relations between information nodes, understanding spatial and/or semantic structure of hypertext [1]. Readers have to determine whether information should be found to fill in the information gaps, and to decide where he has to look for information [2]. Prior domain knowledge supplies cognitive resources to process the non-linearity for information seeking task [3, 4] as well as for comprehension tasks [2, 5-7]. The aim of this study was to investigate what types of cognitive processes were related to readers’ prior domain knowledge and if these processes were linked to higher comprehension performance and less difficulties.

Hypertexts are non-linear documents that supply contents displayed as text sections (ex. pages, paragraphs) which are related by semantic links (ex. definitions, extensions, examples, etc.) [8]. Therefore, establishing semantic relations between text sections is a main part of hypertexts comprehension task. Processing non-linear information requires more relational processing than item specific processing [9]. Whether readers have to process semantic relations between text section to make decision and to follow a reading order, they are also involved in processing the semantic relations to construct a representation of the contents structure [10, 11]. Although more and more studies consider coherence issues in reading orders [12-15], clues about the processes engaged in construction of a representation of the contents structure are less investigated.

In sum, to understand the information conveyed by a hypertext, readers would have to establish semantic relations between the nodes and to construct a representation of the semantic hypertext structure. Hence, the present study proposed investigation of the on-line processes including both the selection processes (reading orders) and the structural processes of contents (construction of a document structure). The study explored the cognitive costs of these processes and their relations with comprehension performance. Besides, the study tested the role of prior knowledge on these processes, their cognitive costs and comprehension outcomes.

EMPIRICAL EVIDENCES ON ON-LINE PROCESSES

The selection of a link is a crucial cognitive task because the comprehension may be affected by the level of coherence between the initial text section and the target text section [14, 16]. Linear and hierarchical structures help readers to select coherent links leading them to follow to systematic reading orders of the structure [14, 17-19].

Investigations on navigation stressed that high prior knowledge users conduct explorations more detailed and more in depth than low prior knowledge users [20, 21]. High prior knowledge helps learners to follow more structured navigational patterns [22] and less sequential exploration [23]. One explanation is that high prior knowledge learners would be able to identify semantic relations between text sections and, hence, to construct more coherent reading orders [12].

Other empirical works showed that coherence of reading orders impact comprehension performance according to the level of prior knowledge. Whereas following high coherent reading orders lead low prior knowledge readers to high comprehension scores, following low coherent reading
orders lead high prior knowledge to high comprehension scores [14, 15]. Prior knowledge supplies resources to conduct inferences in orders to fill in coherence gaps between text sections (i.e. nodes). That is corroborated by longer time allocated to process low coherent text for high prior knowledge readers [24]. Processing low coherence between text sections would be cognitively costly for low prior knowledge readers [13].

Several findings suggest that another main cognitive requirement concerns the construction of a mental representation of the contents macro-structure. [25] as well as [26] showed that prior knowledge supported comprehension only for the macro-level of texts representations. These results suggest that prior knowledge would support construction of an overall organization of the contents. [27] highlighted that high prior knowledge learners paid less attention than low prior knowledge learners to macro-concepts of a hierarchical non-linear document. This finding is consistent with facilitated processing of hypertext structures by prior knowledge. Nerveless, further investigations on these effects are needed.

**EMPIRICAL EVIDENCES ON DORIENTATION**

The cognitive requirements exposed in the previous section suggest that navigating in a non-linear document may impose cognitive processes that mobilize resources in working memory and may entail high cognitive load. Hence, readers’ disorientation may reflect difficulties to cope with the requirements of the task. Many authors argue that when the task requirements are high, readers would experience disorientation problems [3, 28-31]. For instance, a high number of embedded links and a large semantic distance would have a negative impact on cognitive load and disorientation [32]. However empirical evidences are still needed to support this claim.

According to Cognitive Load Theory, disorientation could reflect an extraneous cognitive load in learning from hypertexts because it is the consequence of ineffective processes in learning [12, 27]. Extraneous cognitive load is a form of cognitive load that should be avoided to reach efficacy material for learning [33]. In the theoretical framework of Cognitive Load Theory, cognitive load depends on the interaction between task features and learners’ features [34] and can be measured by assessment of mental effort and learning performance [35].

In hypertexts, high prior knowledge learners seem to be less disoriented than low prior knowledge learners [3, 21, 22]. Nevertheless, other studies did not observe any effect of prior knowledge on subjective disorientation [12, 36-39]. Furthermore, difficulty to prove relations between disorientation and prior knowledge is illustrated by [40]. The results did not indicate any relations between disorientation and prior knowledge, whereas a negative correlation between learning performance and disorientation and a positive correlation between learning performance and prior knowledge were observed. Too few studies have investigated the effects of prior knowledge on hypertext comprehension including disorientation measures. That is why, in the present study three dimensions were examined in relation with prior domain knowledge: comprehension performance, online processes and disorientation.

**EMPIRICAL EVIDENCES ON COMPREHENSION PERFORMANCE**

Lack of guidance in hypertexts imposes high cognitive requirements, whereas guidance as overviews or hierarchical structures may limit these requirements and promote better comprehension performance for low prior knowledge readers (e.g. [10]). Prior knowledge helps to reach higher comprehension performance in case of hypertext without guidance [36, 41-43].

Considering different levels of representation, [18] showed positive impact of prior knowledge only on situation model. Conversely, studies [14, 25] obtained positive effect of prior knowledge only on the text based representation. However, others studies showed positive effects on both levels of representation [38, 39]. Recently, studies highlighted positive effect of prior knowledge on construction of macrostructure of contents representations [25-26]. Overall, the inconsistencies in the literature on the type of representation (text based representation, situation model) influenced by prior knowledge prompt calls for further clarification of prior knowledge effects.

**PURPOSES AND HYPOTHESES**

In the present study there were two main purposes. Firstly, understanding the relations between prior knowledge and three dimensions implied in hypertexts comprehension, that is, contents representations, navigation and cognitive load. The contents representations concerned text base and situation model [44]. Navigation processes were reflected by the coherence of reading orders and the behaviors for construction of a document structure during the comprehension task. Global cognitive load was reflected by mental effort ratings whereas extraneous cognitive load was reflected by conceptual disorientation ratings. Therefore, the disorientation measure was expected to be a more sensitive measure of cognitive load than the mental effort measure. Secondly, the present study tended to understand also the relations between all these dimensions. Testing these relations should provide information about hypertexts comprehension and the requirement processes of the task.

As regard to the first main purpose, domain’s deep principles of experts [45-47] are crucial to process new situations. Therefore, in the present study, effects of prior knowledge were considered as effects of general domain principles. Prior knowledge was expected to support comprehension of a non-linear document and active explorations of the document based on the domain principles. That is to say, it was hypothesized high levels of prior knowledge would be related to high scores of deep comprehension (requiring numerous inferences: situation model), construction of high coherent reading orders, better construction of hypertext structure and a low cognitive load.

As regard to the second purpose, it was hypothesized, on the one hand, that high comprehension performance will be related to high coherent reading orders and a more efficient construction of the document structure, and on the other hand, that high comprehension performance will be also related to low cognitive load. Besides, it was hypothesized that low coherent reading orders and a long time to construct
the document structure would reflect difficulties, and thus, would be linked to high disorientation.

**METHOD**

**Participants**

In order to study high level of prior knowledge in the studied domain (i.e. virology), Master grade students in biology were recruited. Fourteen Master grade students (6 females and 8 males) in biology and health took part in the experiment. During the Master, all participants had attended courses about the different types of viruses and their multiplication cycles. The mean age of the participants was 23.79 years (from 22 to 26 years).

**Material and Measures**

**Learning Material**

A non-linear document in domain of virology was designed for the experiment. The course dealt with the multiplication cycle of a virus (cycle of coronavirus). Coronavirus was chosen because it was not familiar to the participants and thus it was supposed to allow important knowledge acquisition. The content was made up of different concepts (elements, events/actions). The main concepts have been isolated in different text sections (i.e. information nodes).

The concept map displayed 13 concepts without any links between the concepts (3 concepts about the virus’ characteristics and 10 about the events and actions of the multiplication cycle). At the start, the structure of the map was randomly organized on screen and identical for all participants. To read the text sections, the participants clicked on the corresponding concepts and they were allowed to move the concepts using the mouse to structure the map from the start of the learning phase. Each text section was understandable alone in order to participants focused their comprehension processes on relations between concepts rather than on individual concepts.

Using the non-linear document implied two level of task: selecting text section (reading order) and constructing a concepts-map organization. To read text sections concepts, participants clicked on a link of the concept map to open a text section and then on a link to come back to the map and open a new concept (or the same concept). Organizing the concept map consisted of changing positions of the concepts. That is, the displayed concepts were movable thanks to mouse actions (drag & drop). This dimension of the using task was expected to require relational and structural processing and to impose additional processing. The starting display of the concepts reflected a random organization and was exactly the same for all participants (see Fig. 1).

The construction task of the document structure was expected to promote higher engagement in the relational processes of contents and also offered a tool to assess these processes. Indeed, this type of task is considered as requiring relational processes between the map-concepts and thus encourages mobilization and construction of structural knowledge [48].

![Concept Map](image.png)

**Fig. (1).** Starting configuration of the concepts displayed on screen.
Coherence of Reading Orders

The activity of the participants was recorded with the freeware “Traceur Internet 0.02.0027” (from the French national institute for research on pedagogy). Activations of each link (opened concept) and time spent reading each text section and concept map were recorded.

Similarly to a previous study [12], the assessed coherence of reading orders was temporal-causal (i.e. navigating respecting the temporal and causal relations between elements and events of the virus’ multiplication cycle exposed in the different text sections). The level of coherence of the reading orders was calculated measuring the distance between the participants’ reading orders and the chronological sequence of the multiplication cycle of the virus. For instance, when a participant jumped from node A to node C or from node C to node A, the distance was recorded as “2”. A jump respecting exactly the chronology (e.g. from node D to node E or node E to D) received a distance score of “1”. The coherence score of the reading orders equals the mean distance score. Therefore the more the coherence score tended to “1”, the more the reading order was coherent.

Measure of Difficulties for Constructing the Concept-Map Structure

The manipulation of the map concepts was recorded thanks to “Camtasia Studio v. 3.0”. The software recorded all the events on the screen and produced a movie file (avi file). Therefore, the time taken to organize the concepts on screen was analyzed in order to assess the difficulties of the participants to construct a document structure. That is to say, the time taken until the concepts reach a final organization was considered (i.e. the participant stopped moving the concepts). This time reflected problems to construct a satisfying structure and the need to consult the text sections (i.e. extract information) to organize afterwards the concepts.

Measure of Prior Domain Knowledge

To assess level of prior knowledge in the domain of the virus cycles (domain principles), the participants were asked to write on a sheet of paper the principles and particularities of the viruses’ multiplication cycles. They were instructed to indicate main stages and sub-stages of the different multiplication cycles of viruses and to enumerate the different particularities they knew (i.e. the differences between the viruses and their cycles). Based on virology books dealing with the viruses’ multiplication cycles, each stage and element was scored by one point (max: 49). The mean prior knowledge score of participants was 17.36 (SD = 4.13) with a range from 11 to 26.

Comprehension Performance

A statement judging task was used to assess two types of content representations: text base and situation model. Answering the text based items required the participants to retrieve from memory information explicitly mentioned in a text section in one or two sentences. Answering the situation model items required participants to establish conceptual links between two or more text sections (the participants had to possess a representation of implicit relations between concepts).

Eleven statements assessed text based representation and 13 statements assessed situation model. Participants were presented with 24 statements about the coronavirus cycle. The statements were displayed on a screen by the software Inquisit 2.0.51002 (Millisecond Software LLC, 2005). The participants were instructed to judge the statements by indicating “right”, “wrong”, or “I do not know” (included to avoid random answers) by pressing keys P (upper right corner), A (upper left corner), or spacebar (low middle), respectively. Each correct judgment scored one point.

Mental Effort and Disorientation Measures

Mental effort corresponds to the cognitive capacity allocated to cope with the task demand. Hence mental effort would reflect a global cognitive load (i.e. encompassing the three forms of cognitive load). The invested mental effort to learn the lesson was measured using the subjective 9-points rating scale designed by Paas [35] (“Please indicate how much mental effort you invested in studying the learning task”: 1 = “very very low”, 9 = “very very high”).

Perceived disorientation was measured using a part of the set of subjective rating scales [49]. Five 9-points rating scales (1 = “very, very low”, 9 = “very, very high”) were selected to assess conceptual disorientation (conceptual disorientation refers to the users’ difficulties to link the different concepts conveyed by a hypertext [50]. Indeed, we were interested in the construction of meaning from a non-linear document and not in the construction of a physical representation of the document. The scales were modified according to our material and they assessed the perceived difficulty. The scales corresponded to “your difficulty for”: (a) “understanding the relationships between the different pages of the document was”, (b) “knowing which page to consult next was”, (c) “knowing your location in the lesson was”, (d) “finding information that you have already read was”, and (e) “understanding the sequence of the virus’ multiplication cycle was”. The five disorientation scales showed a strong internal reliability (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.86). A mean disorientation score was computed from scores of the five rating scales.

Procedure

The 14 participants were tested in group. The session duration was approximately 50 minutes. 24 hours before the main session, all participants answered the prior knowledge test. Each participant received a prior knowledge score.

To limit use difficulties of the document functions, each participant performed a familiarization task during five minutes in another domain (restaurant menus). Participants started the comprehension phase when they considered they know well how to use functions.

For the comprehension task, they were instructed to study the documents in order to understand and learn how the virus infects a cell. The name and the type of the virus were not mentioned in the instruction nor in the document to promote use of prior domain knowledge of participants. They had 15 minutes to study the non-linear document.

After the comprehension phase, the participants rated the mental effort to learn the lesson and the disorientation that they experienced. Next, the participants were asked to report the strategies they follow to consult the document. Then they
The correlation with the mental effort rating confirmed also our assumptions. The prior knowledge was negatively correlated with the mental effort ratings. Nevertheless the negative correlation between the prior knowledge scores and the disorientation ratings was only marginally significant (\( p = .07 \)).

In order to control the reading times, correlations between the prior knowledge and the global reading time, reading time of the map, reading time of the text sections and the number of consultations of the text sections were computed. The analyses did not indicate any relations.

For the construction of reading orders, it was hypothesized that a high level of prior knowledge would be linked to more coherent reading orders. All participants reported that they tried to follow the temporal-causal sequence to construct their reading orders. As expected, the analyses computed between the prior knowledge scores and the coherence of the reading orders indicated that the coherence of the reading orders increased with the prior knowledge. This result corroborated that the effective use of reading strategies based on the chronology of the infectiousness process increased with prior knowledge.

For the construction of the document structure, it was expected that participants with high prior knowledge would organize the concepts of the map on the basis of their knowledge structures (i.e. domain principles). Hence high prior knowledge should be linked to a faster organization of the concepts map and to a final organization similar to the spatial organization during the learning task. Qualitatively, 11 participants out of 14 produced an organization of the concepts relying on the chronology of the multiplication cycle (an example of final organization is given in Fig. (2)). However, although most of participants produced similar structures, the duration to reach a final organization of the map correlated negatively with the prior knowledge scores. In other words, the efficiency to construct the document structure was positively related to the prior knowledge.

Correlations Between Mental Effort and Disorientation Ratings, Comprehension Performance Scores and On-Line Measures

In spite of a significant positive correlation between the mental effort rating and the disorientation, only the disorientation ratings were significantly correlated with all
performance measures. High disorientation was linked to low performance. That is consistent with our expectation of a performance hampered by high extraneous cognitive load.

In accordance with our hypotheses, the coherence of the reading orders and the time to reach the final organization of the concepts were globally correlated with the performance measures. That is, low coherence of the reading orders and long time taken to organize the concepts were related to low performance.

However, contrary to our expectations, both the mental effort and disorientation ratings did not correlate with the coherence of the reading orders. Nevertheless the time taken to reach the final configuration of the map concepts was positively related to the disorientation. This result suggests that disorientation would depend on difficulties to structure the contents rather than difficulties to make decisions on the reading orders.

DISCUSSION

The present study investigated the processes engaged in hypertexts comprehension. The relations between prior knowledge, comprehension performance, on-line processes and perceived disorientation were explored. An original task consisting of construction of a non-linear document structure during comprehension task was designed. This task was expected to promote relational and structural processes and to efficiency of these processes. The classic experiments recorded only reading orders and did not have on-line clues about how readers construct a mental representation of the hypertext structure.

Comprehension Performance, On-Line Processes and Disorientation

The correlation analyses between performance, on-line processes and disorientation provided clues about the nature of such processes. As expected, high performance was linked to high coherent reading orders, short time to construct concepts structure and low disorientation. Therefore, these results suggest that establishing semantic relations between two nodes (text section) and structuring the text sections are part of hypertexts comprehension. These cognitive processes are required to reach high comprehension performance.

Besides, an interesting result was obtained on the relations between the recorded on-line processes and the disorientation ratings. Whereas the perceived disorientation and the coherence of the reading orders were unrelated, high disorientation was related to great time taken to reach the final organization of the concepts of the map. This result emphasizes that disorientation would be more dependent on processing engaged in constructing a representation of an overall organization of information than on processing engaged in constructing only relations between two nodes. Further research should explore in more depth the types of processing causing disorientation (e.g. how learners construct a meaningful representation of hypertext...
structures) and how demanding these types of processing are. Because the designed task for the present study led readers to structural and relational processes, the extent of these processes should be also tested using other materials and tasks.

**Prior Knowledge and Hypertexts Comprehension**

A positive relation between prior knowledge and coherence of the reading orders was obtained. Thus, the investigations of the reading orders provided some evidence for the existence of active explorations based on prior domain knowledge. This result corroborates previous findings showing that prior knowledge lead readers to follow more coherent reading orders in non-linear documents [12]. However, that is not consistent with the works conducted by Salmerón and his colleagues [14, 15] which showed that high prior knowledge readers benefited from low coherent reading orders. Nevertheless, we argue that those different results are compatible. Indeed, contrary to our experiment, the Salmerón’s experiments included non-linear document highly structured (i.e. hierarchy or matrix), the participants followed systematic reading orders according to the structure. In the present study, the participants were not guided by a given structure of the document; hence there were forced to establish coherence to construct their reading orders.

The analyses conducted on the on-line processes to construct the structure of the concepts map provided information to help in understanding how readers process hypertext structure. Most of the participants constructed similar document structures (based on the domain principles). The most interesting result concerns the time to construct the document structure. The correlation analyses indicated that if learners had high prior knowledge, time taken to organize the document structure was shorter. This finding suggests that readers would produce inferences based on their knowledge structures to find relations between text sections (nodes) and construct a semantic structure of the whole document with more efficiency.

Considering the relation between prior knowledge and disorientation, the more the learners had prior knowledge, the less they expressed mental effort and disorientation feelings, although this later correlation did not reach significance. The correlation results of the study corroborated the classical positive relation between prior knowledge and comprehension performance. However a positive correlation between prior knowledge and text base scores was not consistent with our hypotheses which predicted effects only on situation model scores. It may suggest that readers’ prior knowledge would be useful to construct deep representation as well as shallow representation of the contents. This finding is consistent with previous findings showing effects on learning of explicit and implicit information [26, 38].

Overall, the results support our hypotheses; prior knowledge is linked to higher comprehension performance, more coherent reading orders, more efficient processes to construct the document structure and lower experienced cognitive load.

**Future Research**

**Development of Cognitive Load Measurements in Hypertexts Comprehension**

The present findings indicated that measuring cognitive load using different measure may produce interesting data. The experiment showed a significant relation, but moderate, between mental effort and disorientation. This result is consistent with our claim that disorientation would be view as a part of a more general construct of cognitive load, measuring extraneous cognitive load [27]. Disorientation and global cognitive load would be distinct constructs. The analyses showed that disorientation appeared more related to others variables than mental effort (i.e. global cognitive load). It suggests that disorientation is a relevant construct to study extraneous cognitive load in comprehension of non-linear documents, but it still requires accurate developments. Besides, using objective measures of disorientation should give more reliability. Most of the experiments use subjective measures and suffer methodological limits of such subjective measures [51]. In the research area on information search tasks with hypertexts, objectives measures based on navigation behaviors were developed [52, 53]. Future experiments should include such objective measures in addition to subjective measures.

**Investigating the Effects of Knowledge Structures**

The present study showed that knowledge structures may explain how readers select information and structure hypertext contents. These relational and structural processes depended on the principals of the knowledge domain. Therefore, studying prior knowledge should imply investigations of knowledge structures rather than considering prior knowledge through a quantitative approach. For instance, experimental works stressed that a previous mental representation of contents may guide subsequent processing of the same contents: a previous mental representation structured in a similar way with a document structure leads readers to higher text base scores [54] or to better processing of details [27], but not to higher situation model scores. Different techniques to measure knowledge structure are available: for example, the technique of pathfinder networks [55] or the technique of cards clustering [56].

**On-line Processes Engaged in Construction of Contents Structure**

Further investigations on the nature of processes engaged in hypertexts comprehension and their interrelations are needed. Continuing isolation of different types of processes should help us to improve our understanding of navigation and comprehension with hypertexts. However, a process may depend on another process. For instance, in the case of the present study, we may hypothesize that relational process for establishing semantic relations between the text sections was part of structural processes for constructing the document structure. Studying how such processes evolve during task should inform on relations between the types of processes.
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